Across
2. NEVER USE FOR EGRESS DURING AN EARTHQUAKE OR FIRE
5. COMMON COMPUTER RELATED PAIN
8. THE AMERICAN RED CROSS ADVOCATES DOING THIS DURING AN EARTHQUAKE
12. THE "P" IN THE ACRONIM PASS STANDS FOR
14. WHEN OUTDOORS NEVER TAKE REFUGE UNDER THESE IN AN EARTHQUAKE
15. ACRONIM FOR USING A FIRE EXTINGUISHER
16. WHEN TO REPORT A WORK-RELATED INJURY
17. CALIFORNIA'S DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY & HEALTH
19. THE SECOND "S" IN THE ACRONIM PASS STANDS FOR
20. TRIP HAZARDS IN THE WORKPLACE

Down
1. WHO IS RESPONSIBLE TO ENSURE A SAFE WORKPLACE
3. OFTEN CAUSED DUE TO STRESS
4. WRIST INJURY ASSOCIATED W/COMPUTER USE
6. REFRAIN FROM ________INSECT BITES OR STINGS
7. THESE RAYS CAUSE SUNBURN
9. IN THE EVENT OF AN EARTHQUAKE, FEED YOUR FAMILY BY HAVING PLENTY OF THESE ON HAND
10. THE "S" IN THE ACRONIM PASS STANDS FOR
11. GOOD IN CASE OF A POWER OUTAGE
13. CAUSED BY WORKING TOO CLOSE TO COMPUTER SCREEN
18. THE "A" IN THE ACRONIM PASS STANDS FOR

"ELECTRICAL CORDS"